A generalised algorithm for spectral reconstruction in Compton spectroscopy with corrections for coherent scattering.
Reconstruction of primary-photon energy spectra from pulse-height distributions obtained in a Compton spectrometer has earlier been performed under the assumption that coherent scattering in the scatterer is negligible. This holds for most clinical x-ray units operated in the range 40-150 kV. In mammography, and to some extent in dental radiography, the relatively high frequency of low-energy photons (less than 30 keV) in the primary beam makes it necessary to extend the algorithms to allow for significant contribution of coherent scattering. This extension is performed as a perturbation calculation to the algorithms developed earlier in which a modified Klein-Nishina scattering cross section was taken as the total scattering cross section. Comparison with energy spectra measured in the primary beam indicates that the Compton spectrometer with the extended algorithm is an excellent instrument for measuring energy spectra with energies down to a few keV.